
THE ISSUE OF PUBLIC HEALTH DURING THE COLONIAL ERA

During the Ottoman rule, vaccinations against smallpox were The British Health Services for Palestine commenced its
activities in . to control the smallpox outbreak, another problem emerged.

The rumors on the variolated children were spread by the Mukhtar's enemies, and a hospital was quickly
established in the Mukhtar's house staffed by a doctor, nurses, a cook, and servants. Among all the colonial
powers around the world, public health and addressing outbreaks of contagious diseases were among key
issues of concern in the handling of local administration for both colonial regimes and the medical
community. Public money also helped support private institutions which provided vaccinations for the poor in
the early years of the nineteenth century. As we do not have the total number of children in the village,
age-specific rates cannot be calculated. As was common, a citizen's committee performed much of the work.
Another law of the same year required charterers of vessels to care for sick or injured seamen. One of these
administrative regulations was related to the sanitation of villages and the health duties of Mukhtars. The
citizens committee took over only after civil authority had prove inadequate. The important point is that
despite their faith, public authorities provided civil responses which assumed preventative and palliative roles.
If we add to that the local Palestinian Arab inhabitants, as well as Jewish people and their interaction, we have
an intricate network that demands its investigation for studying the complexities of the country's social history.
It was ad hoc, disorganized, and often reactive to the threats facing the colony. Hence, the tensions between
different medical worldviews should be framed as a complicated context of struggles and negotiations among
those involved in public health-related disputes: the local populations, health-care workers, and British
administrators. The middle of the seventeenth century witnessed the rapid growth of public health regulation.
Mukhtars are provided in all cases with books of notification forms of births, deaths, and infectious diseases.
These children were variolated by Shaheen, the local village healer, following the Mukhtar's order. For
example, the distillation of rum through lead was forbidden, probably to protect the rum trade as well as to
protect the public's health. In her book, Curing their Ills, Megan Vaughn explores colonial power and African
illness in British colonies between the s and s. What was not known by the public health administration was
that children had already been inoculated by the local healer using infected matter from the initial case. In ,
Boston appointed a public scavenger to keep the streets free of live and dead animals. In , Boston appointed
salaried inspectors to police the sanitation of the streets. In , the colonial quarantine laws were officially
reenacted by the state of New York. Given that history, it was not surprising that disaster ensued when yellow
fever struck in  Today, the structures of power left by colonialism continue to exacerbate the already
top-heavy distribution of wealth in nations that were once European colonies. According to British sources,
smallpox vaccination campaigns were generally well accepted.


